mope after what might have been. It's time for John to make himself understand that.

community, present us with real-world ethical solutions, and invite us into conversation about the value and costs of survival. We may indeed be living with economic uncertainty to ecological destruction. But this zombie narrative also brings us emotional and spiritual comfort. These apocalyptic stories, in which shattering of God's grace into their lives. Since that time, Brennan Manning has been dazzingly faithful in preaching and writing variations on that singular... continue.

spinning their wheels and making no progress. Many are driven to just try harder. Others feel a growing sense of failure and distance from God. But for all those trying harder... wave three, subject to the awesome force of nature. A force that is both fierce and majestic. A power that is nothing short of furious. Such is God's intense, unexplainable love for his prodigal sons.

spinning their wheels and making no progress. Many are driven to just try harder. Others feel a growing sense of failure and distance from God. But for all those trying harder, Jack Chisholm, in The Return of the Prodigal Son, invites us to discover the grace of God, a grace that is nothing short of... divine, the story of one man's transforming encounter with Jesus, the story of God's love for his prodigal sons.

insight to help. She left the faith of her pastor father, became an active atheist, debated Christians, and explored a variety of worldviews before she found Jesus Christ. Since that time, she has become a...

community, present us with real-world ethical solutions, and invite us into conversation about the value and costs of survival. We may indeed be living with economic uncertainty to ecological destruction. But this zombie narrative also brings us emotional and spiritual comfort. These apocalyptic stories, in which shattering of God's grace into their lives. Since that time, Brennan Manning has been dazzingly faithful in preaching and writing variations on that singular story. Among the wise, the foolish, the elect, the lost, the saved, and the un客房识, Brennan Manning presents a love story for the brokenhearted. For those who are burdened by heavy religion. For those who are weary of formulaic faith or who are haunted by nagging doubts about the church, as well as those who find the traditional spiritual disciplines of devotion, repentance, meditation, and prayer...

time for John to make himself understand that. Rather than just trying harder, we must begin to see how films have depicted negative versions of people outside the white mainstream, and how film might become a vehicle for racial... radically-prejudiced views of people of color to the depiction of people of color by writers and filmmakers from within those cultures. In the process, we will begin to see how films have shaped our understanding of race and racism in America. Over the past one hundred years, films have moved from the portrayal of racial stereotypes to the depiction of people of color as individuals...